TEAMBUILDING AT
GROUNDS FOR SCULPTURE

Strengthen communication • Develop problem solving skills • Spark creativity • Improve focus • Boost morale

“Absolutely appreciate the way you conducted the workshop and let our creative juices flow! And yes, Mission Collaboration Achieved!!” – Navitas Life Sciences

LOOK TOGETHER

**Sculpture Hunt**

Ready, set, HUNT! During a fast-paced, fun introduction to Grounds For Sculpture, teams race against the clock to find sculptures and earn points. Prizes are awarded to the winning team!

60 minutes. $30 per participant.

**Take a Second Look Challenge**

Artists look at the world in unique ways. In this workshop, experiences with art objects are used to help teams build skills such as observing, analyzing, comparing, questioning and decision making. Teams practice flexing their critical thinking and close-looking muscles while collaborating on a creative photography challenge.

90 minutes. $40 per participant.

**Guided Tour**

Explore art on view, both indoors and out! Each guide can lead about 15 people; multiple guides can be arranged.

60 minutes. $75 per tour guide, plus per participant GFS admission. If selecting another experience on the same day, the park admission fee is waived!

CREATE TOGETHER

**Beyond the Limits Workshop**

“Think outside the box?” Sometimes, it’s actually the box that breeds innovation. In this studio workshop, teams collaborate to solve problems, overcome challenges, and create a sculpture using limited materials and resources. Learn to think, and go, beyond your limitations!

60 minutes. $35 per participant

**Found Object Workshop**

Our most popular studio-based teambuilding experience! Learn about found object art, then get creative and repurpose a variety of materials into a one-of-a-kind team sculpture. For an added challenge, participants can bring one item from work/home to add into the sculpture.

60 minutes. $35 per participant.

**Puzzling Painting Workshop**

Grab your paint brushes! After an intro on color theory, paint mixing, and techniques used by professional artists, each participant receives a portion of a larger image, which they paint on canvas using their choice of style and color. The challenge is to assemble the finished canvases together like a puzzle to reveal the artwork made by your team.

90 minutes. $40 per participant.

RECHARGE TOGETHER

**Say No to Stress Workshop**

Everyone suffers from job-related stress, leading to diminished productivity. In this workshop, learn to tackle stress in the workplace using wellness techniques, including relaxed breathing exercises, QiGong forms, and Tai Chi. This movement-based program is offered by Dao Concepts, a veteran-owned organization that helps individuals live a life in balance.

2 hours. $40 per participant

General Information

- Ideal for groups of 10-100+ people
- Arrange one or more experiences to customize your day
- Please book at least 14 days in advance
- A non-refundable deposit based on 10 participants is due at time of booking

80 Sculptors Way | Hamilton, NJ 08619
609.586.0616 groundsforsculpture.org
workshops@groundsforsculpture.org